2005 CITATION

Jerry Sabitini
First things first: if you're going to make money in the big leagues, you need to dress like it. Alex is our 'wardrobe expert'. He'll fix you up...

A car will be arriving outside shortly. Please follow me.

...and hang on to your lunchbox, kid!

I don't expect Mr. Rudolph has clued you in as to who I represent, so I will do my best to bring you up to speed:

In the wake of major terrorist attacks and threats, the safety and protection of our countries finest corporate executives has never been greater. The loss of just one cog in the great economic machine could trigger a disastrous downward spiral. Mr. Rudolph takes the protection of his top executives very seriously.

So seriously, in fact, that he has welcomed the protection from IAmSafe Fashion Systems.

The IAmSafe Executive-Wear fashions all incorporate our patented Remefoil Fabric®. A matrix of Memory Metal wires connect at strategic points on ETFE Foil Pillows; through a light electronic stimulation, the Memory Metal Wires expand, forcing the ETFE Pillows to expand and inflate as well, thus creating a variably stiff surface.
Indeed it is; this icon is actually quite prevalent in the urban environment, but goes unnoticed. As a member of the iAmSafe community, you will enjoy discounted meals, cocktails, and unyielding protection from terrorist attacks.
Can you shrug your shoulders a bit please?

There's a little kink in one of the FerroFluid seams that is preventing a clean wrap to your body.

I feel ridiculous.

Aw, you're no fun. When we hit level 4 with Mr. Rudolph, he threw his hands up to his head, made like antlers, and shouted, "I'M BIG AS A MOOSE!"